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Amplify Your Influence 
Rene Rodriguez
A celebrated leadership coach delivers an eye-opening 
roadmap to using applied neuroscience to improve 
one’s communication ability, critical thinking, cultural 
awareness, and leadership skills.

9781119858683  |  $28.00 HC
Wiley

Event Success 
Alon Alroy et al.
Drawing on the knowledge they’ve gained powering 
events for such companies as Amazon, Salesforce, and 
Uber, the authors deliver a playbook for maximizing an 
organization’s return on events.
9781119817154  |  $28.00 HC
Wiley

Winning the Room 
Bill Franks
Foreword by Kirk Borne
Rasmus Wegener, Afterword
The author focuses on common errors that people 
make when presenting technical data. These errors are 
magnified when presenting to non-technical audiences.
9781119823094  |  $29.95 PB
Wiley

Prep, Push, Pivot 
Octavia Goredema
This resource provides an indispensable career 
coaching guide for underrepresented women 
and offers strategies to help readers advance 
in their careers.
9781119789079  |  $25.00 HC
Wiley

Unlocking Growth 
Madhavan Ramanujam et al.
A breakthrough framework for outperforming revenue 
growth from the world’s leading pricing consultancy, this 
edition offers a roadmap for business leaders seeking 
sustainable improvement to their sales numbers.

9781119633068  |  $29.00 HC
Wiley

Diversity and Inclusion Matters 
Jason R. Thompson
Readers will learn how to build a successful diversity 
program with step-by-step instructions, at a time  
when every company and MBA program is searching  
for guidance and content on this topic.
9781119799535  |  $29.95 HC
Wiley

The Smart Nonprofit 
Beth Kanter
and Allison Fine
This guide provides nonprofit staffers and board 
members with the information, grounding, and tools 
for navigating the use of AI.
9781119818120  |  $28.00 HC
Wiley

Getting to the Heart of Conflict 
Bernard Mayer
Discussing seven main challenges, this resource does 
not just call for a deeper and more comprehensive 
approach to conflict but also presents a clear and usable 
framework for doing so. 
9781119616948  |  $30.00 HC
Wiley

Selling Your Expertise 
Robert Chen
In this book, Chen offers guidance to “knowledge 
professionals” on how to sell their ideas and expertise.
9781119755142  |  $27.00 HC
Wiley

Building Blocks for 
Career Success
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KENSINGTON PUBLISHING CORP.—
America’s Independent Publisher

On Sale 3.29.22
9781496737137 • $27.00 • Kensington HC

From #1 New York Times  
bestselling author Fern Michaels 

comes a riveting new novel  
of suspense where one woman’s  
picture-perfect island sanctuary 

reveals itself to be filled with secrets 
and danger.

“Dramatic, riveting…a  
delicious page-turner.”

—Woman’s World
on Fearless

On Sale 3.29.22
9781496729224 • $26.00 • Kensington Cozies HC

In the fifth Death by Chocolate Mystery, 
Jake and Ellie, owners of the Chocolate 

Moose Bakery, are hired to cater a retired 
film star’s party in what’s rumored to  

be Eastport, Maine’s most haunted house 
where murder is about to take a  

walk-on role.

“The lovingly described small-town island 
setting, the two principled main  

characters, and the familiar secondary 
characters will charm fans.”

—Booklist
on Death by Chocolate Snickerdoodle

On Sale 3.29.22
9781496732613 • $26.00 • Dafina HC

In this scandalous follow-up to  
her “mesmerizing” (Booklist) novel 

Mrs. Wiggins, award-winning  
and New York Times bestselling author 

Mary Monroe returns to her Deep 
South roots for a new Depression-era 

drama about newlyweds with  
shocking secrets.

“Monroe’s unflinching dramatization 
of difficult but important themes…

enrich [the story].”
—Booklist

on Mrs. Wiggins

On Sale 3.29.22
9781496739735 • $27.00 • Kensington HC

From #1 Sunday Times bestselling 
author Simon Scarrow comes a chilling 

World War II historical thriller set 
during Berlin’s brutally cold winter of 
1939, where a serial killer stalks the 

city throughout the Third Reich’s forced 
nightly blackouts.

“(An) exceptional mystery…conveys  
the complexities of his hero’s efforts 

to do an honest job of seeking  
justice while serving under a corrupt 

and criminal regime.”
—Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW

On Sale 3.29.22
9781496725912 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

In Agatha Award-winning author Erica  
Neubauer’s third wanderlust-inspiring 

historical mystery, Jane Wunderly and her 
magnetic partner, Redvers find their  

first-class itineraries aboard a transatlantic 
liner have a deadly addition waiting  

just below deck.

“The winning team of the smart,  
compassionate Jane and the resourceful 

Redvers is guaranteed to please  
series fans and draw in some new ones.”

—Publishers Weekly

On Sale 3.29.22
9781496735416 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

Two sisters, one long-ago murder,  
and a web of terrifying secrets collide  

in the mesmerizingly twisty new  
standalone suspense novel from Agatha 

Award-nominated author Edwin Hill.

“This suspenseful story will have 
readers careening from one erroneous 

conclusion to the next.”
—Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW

The Death by Chocolate  
Mystery Series

 

The Jane Wunderly  
Mystery Series
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